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Abstract—Passive sound speed estimation using radiated ship
noise is an appealing approach for long-term ocean observation close to ship lanes. In this paper we analyze the noise
recorded in two drifting vertical line arrays (VLAs) deployed
1 km apart, in Setúbal’s underwater canyon area off the west
coast of Portugal during the RADAR’07 sea trial. Automatic
Information System (AIS) recordings for this period reveal a
major tanker passing in the area, with its acoustic signature
observed in the spectrogram as a characteristic striation timefrequency pattern. By cross correlation and beamforming of
the received signals at the VLAs we obtain propagating paths
traversing the hydrophones of both VLAs and respective travel
times. Such information is used for sound speed estimation. We
discuss the applicability of the method to track sound speed
perturbations using historical sound speed proﬁles for the area
obtained from CMEMS (COPERNICUS Marine Environment
Monitoring Service). This work is a contribution for application
in a passive ocean acoustics framework for the estimation of
sound speed perturbations in the water column.
Index Terms—Passive inversion methods, passive ocean acoustic tomography, shipping noise.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Passive ocean acoustic tomography exploits opportunistic
noise sources (e.g. ambient noise or anthropogenic noise) to
infer physical features of the ocean. Commercial shipping
noise is the main source of anthropogenic acoustic noise in
the ocean in the low frequency band (10 to 500 Hz) [1].
The radiated shipping noise spectra is characterized by a
few low discrete frequency tones superimposed on a diffuse
background pedestal [2]. It is well known that low frequency
acoustic waves propagate efﬁciently through the ocean sound
channel, this causes shipping noise to propagate over long
distances and be present nearly everywhere. Further, the structure of ocean noise is determined by the environment, namely
water column parameters; which justiﬁes the application of
shipping noise in acoustic tomography. The broadband noise
radiated by a moving ship creates a characteristic signal
when recorded on a single receiver. In the time-frequency
domain, the received signal presents an interference pattern
also known as striation pattern. This pattern is the combination
of three important factors: the source is mobile, broadband and
radiating in a shallow water environment [3]. The ﬁltered noise
cross correlation between the VLAs of sensors and posterior
ensemble average enables the coherent wave front structure extraction [4], [5]. Subsequent beamforming enhances the spatiotemporal properties of the propagating ﬁeld between the two

Fig. 1. RADAR’07 July, 13th GPS estimated position of the two VLAs (in
red and green circles) and the NRP D. Carlos I track in black, imposed on
a bathymetric map of the region complemented with AIS information data,
during 1h period.

VLAs. In this work we use the above method to obtain angles
and travel times estimates between the two VLAs. Provided
with this information, a similar structure for the sound speed
proﬁles of interest in the region is considered. From a historical
series of CTD casts in the area, the propagating ﬁeld between
the VLAs is simulated using the same structural information
(angles and associated rays) and perturbed times are extracted.
The usage of a tomography travel time method is considered
to obtain inverted sound speed proﬁles and the associated error
estimate. The results show that synthetic inverted sound speed
proﬁles are in reasonable agreement with summer and winter
sound speed proﬁles. This paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes brieﬂy the sea trial campaign where the
data was acquired; section III discusses the time difference
of arrival and angle of arrival estimation from noise crosscorrelation; section IV discusses the results of sound speed
inversions performed with a ray propagation model under three
different scenarios and section V draws some conclusions.
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Fig. 2. (a): Recorded radiated noise spectrogram from 10h50m to 11h50m of July, 13th. (b): AIS estimated track zoom represented by the blue circles and
the closest point of approach (CPA) to the VLA A represented by a green dot, superimposed on an isobathymetric plot.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE RADAR’07 SEA TRIAL
The RADAR’07 experiment took place from 9 to 15 July,
2007, in the continental platform, off the Portugal west coast
near the town of Setúbal, approximately 50 km south from
Lisbon and involved the oceanographic ship NRP D. Carlos
I, from the Portuguese Navy. The data collected included
active acoustic data covering a wide band from 500 Hz up
to 15 kHz, received on the three vertical arrays and used for
network tomography as well as for high-frequency tomography
and underwater acoustic communications [6]. The two VLAs
considered in this work, VLA A and VLA B, have 16 and 8
sensors, respectively. VLA A has 16 sensors equally spaced
from 6 to 66 m depth and VLA B has 8 sensors two at 9 and
14 m, and the other six are equally spaced from 54 to 79 m
depth. In this work we analyze a period of one hour of Julian
Day 194 (13th of July). Figure 1 shows the geometry for that
speciﬁc period and the AIS information for vessels in the area
where estimated track of a major tanker is depicted (in black
*). The estimated distances from the tanker to VLA B and
VLA A vary respectively from 4.1 to 6.1 km and 4.8 to 7.1
km.
III. T IME D IFFERENCE AND A NGLE OF A RRIVAL
E STIMATION
We selected acoustic data sets acquired in both VLAs
from 10h 50m to 11h 50m of July 13th for shipping noise
processing, due to the AIS information on the major tanker
in the area. The received signals were 30 - 460 Hz bandpass
ﬁltered to enhance, since active signals were transmitted above
500Hz. Figure 2(a) shows the spectrogram of the received
radiated shipping noise at one sensor of one of the VLAs
and Figure 2(b) depicts the estimated AIS tanker track and
closest point of approach to VLA A superimposed on the
isobathymetric plot of the region. The acoustic signature of
the tanker is very clear, with a time-frequency striation pattern
and a superimposed parabola for the theoretical waveguide
invariant (β ≈ 1). The transition from the Setúbal canyon to
the shallow water environment is also depicted through the
lack of the striation pattern before 1200s (minute 20) of the
recordings as the ship crosses the canyon upward to the port
as can be observed in Figure 2(b).

Fig. 3. (a): Wave front obtained from 7 min time series when the 2 VLAs
are aligned with the tanker; (b): Direction of arrival estimation from common
ray paths and selection of high intensity angle amplitudes/travel times.

Figure 3(a) presents the wave front obtained from averaged
cross correlated data between sensor 3 of VLA B and all
sensors of VLA A, using one minute correlation window, with
59 s overlap. It depicts the traveling wave fronts as if they
were emanating from sensor 3 of VLA B to all sensors of
VLA A. Regarding the cross correlation method, a time series
of 7 minutes is considered, time centered at the closest point
of approach (CPA), when both VLAs are aligned with the
major tanker as can be observed in Figures1 and 2(b). Figure
3(b) presents the beamforming results of the data presented in
Figure 3(a). Using the cross correlation procedure as shown
in Figure 3(a) for all VLB sensors and all VLA sensors, 8
wave fronts were obtained. By time domain beamforming of
the 8 obtained wave fronts (as in Figure 3(b)), a series of
time differences of arrival and angles of arrival estimates were
obtained. This series of peak values was consistent for all the
8 analyses performed revealing 4 amplitude angles of 22.2,
-22.2, -24.5 and 19.8 degrees, respectively and corresponding
arrival times differences. This spatial ﬁltering technique from
shipping noise enabled the angles and amplitudes of the
propagating paths common to both VLAs and corresponding
travel times, features of major importance for sound speed
inversion from a geometric acoustics perspective [7], [8].
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Fig. 4. Sound speed proﬁles obtained from: (a) CTD casts during RADAR’07 experiment; (b) (c) winter and summer historical proﬁles [12].

IV. S OUND S PEED I NVERSION
Having obtained angle and travel time estimates in the
previous section, we consider the passive travel time based
tomography to invert the perturbed sound speed proﬁles.
A. Methodology
The travel times perturbation can be written in terms of a
linear system as
δτ = Eα + n
(1)
with E = EH and n is the noise term, E is the observation
matrix which combines the perturbation of the the sound speed
and travel times, δc = Hα is the sound speed perturbation, regularized in terms of Empirical Orthogonal Functions
(EOFs), where H stands for the EOFs considered and α are
the corresponding coefﬁcients [7], [9]. The number of EOFs
is selected according to an empirical rule, representing at
least 80% of the total variability in measured sound speed
proﬁles [10]. The solution to this problem in the least squares
sense, or Least Squares Estimator is:
α̂ = (E T E)−1 E T δτ

(2)

obtained according to the minimization of the cost function,
or LS error [11].


−1 T 
(3)
E δτ
Jmin = δτ T I − E E T E
where superscript T stands for the transpose operator. The
estimator can be obtained through a single inversion for a
single sensor pair. In this work, 2 VLAs of sensors are considered, thus the method could be expanded to consider all sensor
pairs. Yet, since know prior information is assumed relating
sensor positions, considering separate sensor pairs allows the
minimization criteria to be applied separately, discard outliers
if they are present and average the ﬁnal result, obtaining as
such, a spatially integrating measure for the estimator.
B. Results and Discussion
Figure 4 presents three panels of sound speed proﬁles, on
the left a series of sound speed proﬁles obtained from CTD
casts at the location of RADAR’07, the other two panels
present historical series of local sound speed proﬁles obtained

from CMEMS data base [12], representative of winter and
summer proﬁles (Figure 4(b) and (c)). These CTD casts
were the basis for synthetic inversions taking into account a
limitation in the propagating aperture angle space to [−28, 28]
degrees interval, obtained with the ray tracing model TRACEO [13]. The chosen interval takes into account the values
obtained from beamforming procedure described in Section
III. The environment is considered range independent with
a 98 m depth water column, above a sediment half-space,
with bottom parameters compressional velocity cp = 1650
m/s, compressional attenuation αp = 0.8 dB/ λ and density
ρ = 1.9 g/cm3 [6]. We consider all possible 128 sensor
pairs conﬁgurations with horizontal distance of 950 m, in
agreement with the setup presented in Figure1. For each
sensor pair conﬁguration, a set of four eigenrays is selected
in close agreement with values obtained by the previously
method of section III. To obtain the perturbed travel times
we consider the regularization of the summer CTDs using
3EOFs, and two EOFs for the winter CTDs, since in winter
CTDS, two EOF already represent 96% of the associated
variability in sound speed proﬁles. From the perturbed travel
times obtained, the average inverted sound speed is obtained
according to Eq.(3) and conditioned to obey a Chebyshev
10var(J), where J are the LS errors for
threshold k =
all the inverted sound speed proﬁles. That is, if J > k then
the inverted sound speed for the pair is discarded. Figure 5
depicts illustrative cases of synthetic inverted sound speed
proﬁles: in the upper panel, inverted sound speed proﬁles from
RADAR’07 regularized CTDs, in the middle panel, inverted
sound speed proﬁles from regularized CMEMS historical
summer CTDs and in the lower panel, inverted sound speed
proﬁles from regularized CMEMS historical winter proﬁles.
In all representations a composite of the mean sound speed
proﬁle (in blue), perturbed sound speed proﬁle (in black)
and inverted sound speed proﬁle (in red) is represented. The
values of the associated root mean squared error between the
perturbed and inverted sound speed proﬁles are: (a) 0.18 m/s;
(b) 0.26 m/s; (c) 0.49 m/s; (d) 0.72 m/s; (e) 0.56 m/s; (f) 0.38
m/s; (g) 0.52 m/s; (h) 0.08 m/s and (g) 0.21 m/s respectively.
Overall it can be observed that in some cases the obtained
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Fig. 5. Inverted Sound Speed Proﬁles obtained from: (a,b,c) CTD casts during RADAR’07 experiment; (d,e,f) summer historical proﬁles; (g,h,i) winter
historical proﬁles.

inversions present good agreement results, while in some cases
the inversion doesn’t adjust very well to the perturbed sound
speed proﬁle, although in most cases the trend is followed.
In order to describe the global behavior of the inverted sound
speed proﬁles, Figure 6 shows the histogram of the root mean
squared errors for all 128 the simulations performed. It can
be observed that more than 2/3 of the inverted sound speed
proﬁles have an associated root mean squared error less than
0.4 m/s. This approach, although suitable to optimization will
be considered for future application with real acoustic data.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we have addressed the usage of ships of
opportunity to obtain coherent information and travel times
from the propagating paths between two VLAs in a coastal
area. Moreover, historical sound speed proﬁles usage for

synthetic inversion of sound speed proﬁles was also addressed,
providing some preliminary results that suggest the feasibility
of the method for future application in a passive ocean acoustics tomography framework to the estimation of sound speed
perturbations in the water column, obtained from shipping
noise recordings.
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